AGENCY-ONLY MULTI-ASSET TRADING AND EXECUTION

With decades of experience and leading edge

PRO GRA M

technology, we offer customized best execution

TR ADI N G

services, low commission rates and world-class

S E RVI CE S

client support.

Trading at the Industry Forefront
Abel Noser’s program trading services
coupled with our industry-leading trade
analytics can provide the data-driven
solutions you need to stay ahead of the
pack.

Pre-Trade Strategy
Trade Compass, our state-of-the-art
pre-trade analytics tool, acts as a
blueprint for trading baskets or single
stocks by estimating costs based upon
past performance of similar trades,
either by you, or your peers. This
Our depth of experience in managing
foreknowledge will help you choose the
custom solutions for our clients can
right algorithm strategy based on your
make the difference between successful end goals.
trade implementation or costly
mistakes. Our integrated trade analytics Real-Time Clarity
platform provides end-to-end analysis
Trade Pulse, our real-time analytics
benchmarked against the largest
tool, provides a simple interface
universe of peer trade data available, at allowing you to track the progress of
no extra cost.
your trade using critical measures that
enable real-time adjustments to your
Whether you are using one or more of
implementation strategy.
our proprietary algorithms, targeted
market clarity is one of the keys to a
Post-Trade Analysis
successful execution, from start to
With over 150 built-in measures,
finish.
Trade-Zoom, our post-trade TCA
tool, allows you to analyze the data
You can also use Abel Noser to analyze that interests you most. Quarterly,
past execution performance and
monthly, or next-day, the platform’s
customize your overall approach in
alpha-profiling engine presents the
order to increase trading efficiency.
details of your trades, along with
drill-down analysis showing actionable
patterns as compared against trillions
in annual peer trade data.

Manager Testing
Using our database of historical trades,
you can review detailed strategy
comparisons. Each portfolio manager’s
performance can be measured using a
2-day prior, open, arrival price, closing
price and 2-day post trade momentum
calculation. This invaluable information
can aid communication between
traders and managers, clarify venue
strategies, or better predict real costs
and potential liabilities.
Custom Trade Analysis and
Algorithm Development
Abel Noser can also develop custom
algorithms that best suit your
requirements, allowing you to minimize
your implementation costs associated
with completing a specialized trade. As
your trading strategies evolve, so can
our process, providing a truly bespoke
solution to meet the needs of an everchanging market structure.

Abel Noser LLC, an industry pioneer, has offered clients best execution services with low commission rates since 1982.
We provide a wide range of trading, transition management and analytics services to institutional asset owners, investment managers and brokers.
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